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Traditionally, states have been in the vanguard of banking legislation reform. Current 
developments at the state level, particularly in the Midwest may indicate how the interstate 
banking issue ultimately will be resolved. 

The Conference of State Bank Supervisors never 
suggests to any state legislature what type of 
statutes it ought to adopt regardless of whether 
it favors or opposes interstate banking. Each state 
will best decide that matter individually, recog-
nizing its own economic situation, demographic 
factors, and political make-up, and will achieve 
what is in its best interest. My observations on 
interstate banking do not constitute a policy 
statement on behalf of the Conference of State 
Bank Supervisors (CSBS) but simply reflect my 
views of current issues. 

To begin, I would like to present six true-or-false 
statements. 

Number one: States have taken the lead in 
providing options to the banking industry today. 

Number two: Congress is deadlocked in making 
a decision because of too many diverse concerns. 

Number three: Congress is not acting because 
the states are taking action. 

Number four States know what is in their own 
best interests. 

Number five: Congress is struggling to deter-
mine what is in the country's best interest 

And number six: States are acting because the 
federal government has failed to do so. 

All of those statements are true, w i th the 
exception of number six. On that question, there 
is some feeling that the states are reacting to 
congressional inact ion—that a vacuum has been 
created and the states are moving i n — b u t that is 
simply not true. As they have in the past, the 
states are acting in their own best interests, once 
again taking the lead in developing innovation in 
the banking industry. States are tailoring legis-
lation, be it from the area of product or geography, 
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to suit their own needs and economic conditions. 
For example, some regions in this country regard 
regional banking as a benefit to their local eco-
nomies while others adamantly oppose the trend. 
Sentiment also exists that it is proper to reassert 
the rights of the states in this country's dual 
banking system. 

Fortoo long, the dual banking system has been 
considered relevant only to the examination and 
supervision of institutions, while its importance 
in the regulative and legislative aspects has fallen 
into dim memory. The dual banking system 
actually began accidentally, back in 1863. When 
the federal troops at Gettysburg needed to be 
paid and the U.S. Treasury was strapped for 
funds, the National Banking Act was passed to 
create the national banking system as a counter-
part to state banking. 

At times conventional wisdom has dictated 
that if you wanted to operate a progressive bank, 
you needed a national charter. Although I am a 
former state bank commissioner who now works 
for the CSBS, I have worked only for national-
chartered rather than state-chartered banks. Re-
gardless of their charters, however, I understand 
that bankers make the same basic credit and 
service-oriented decisions. 

Branching is said to be an old nemesis of the 
states. Although states have been viewed as 
standing in the way of branching, it was a state 
innovation. The McFadden Ac t if you look at it 
carefully, is a pro-branching statute, one that was 
drafted to enable national banks to branch. Prior 
to that national banks suffered in competing 
against state banks wi th more liberal powers 
including branching. 

What about the nonbank, or the "non-what-
we-know-it-is"? The list of those "nons" and the 
states' role in their development is illuminating. 
How about the non-demand checking account 
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known as the N O W account? Or the non-branch 
that we know as a facility? O r t h e non bank bank, 
which we know as a consumer bank? Or the non-
bank holding company, which we know as Di-
mension, J.C. Penney, Merril l Lynch, Prudential, 
American Express, and so forth? The states were 
quite active in initiating the first three "non" 
items, and they have not been slackers in the 
fourth category, the nonbank holding companies. 

In the history of this country, the regulative 
arm has fol lowed industry initiatives and market-
place developments. I believe that is the way it 
should be. If a regulator ever tries to get out in 
front and lead the industry or tell the industry 
what markets it should penetrate, we are goingto 
see stifling monotony and a failure to provide 
adequate services to the publ ic 

While the dual banking system is not a com-
plete answer to a wide-open market, it does 
provide two different chartering authorities to 
handle issues facing the industry, and can re-
spond to industry applications. It is not surprising 
that the states have a history of addressing 
banking issues earlier. After all, they are closer to 
the people, or the "action," and they face fewer 
complexities in their decision-making as their 
choices need not always take on global importance 
Let us consider groups of laws so that industry or 

institution to acquire one of their banks. Six years 
later New York passed a comparable nationwide 
banking law with a reciprocal requirement Today, 
New York is the only state having such a nation-
wide law with a reciprocal provision, because 
Maine dropped that requirement in 1984. 

Massachusetts came on board when it passed 
the law describing a six-state New England area 
and specifying the area as one of shared economic 
interest and common concern. Massachusetts' 
legislation was fol lowed quickly by that of Con-
necticut and Rhode Island, which gave four of 
the six New England states some form of interstate 
banking statute permitting a mixture within those 
four states. 

Rulings of the courts rapidly come into play, of 
course, and the best laid plans of legislators go 
awry. As it turned out, Maine's attorney general 
determined that the state's statute was not 
reciprocal with Massachusetts because of a prob-
lem centering around the nationwide reciprocal 
issue. To avoid that confl ict Maine dropped the 
reciprocity requirement 

Four southeastern states now have passed 
interstate laws: North Carolina, South Carolina, 
Florida and Georgia It is interesting that the 
number of states each includes in its legislation 
ranges up to about 13, although not all four 

"If a regulator ever tries to get out in front and lead the industry or tell the 
industry what markets it should penetrate, we are going to see stifling 

monotony and a failure to provide adequate services to the public" 

state representatives can see how legislative 
action could be fit to suit their needs. 

Predictably, the Southeast and Northeast were 
the first areas not only to conceive of regional 
interstate banking, but to pass the necessary 
laws. Just where the idea originated is debatable, 
but I happen to believe it sprouted in the 
Southeast However, it took Massachusetts to 
pass the first statute bringing about regional 
interstate banking. 

This country's first interstate banking law actually 
was passed in 1975 by the State of Maine. Its 
legislation introduced the concept of reciprocity, 
but was nationwide in scope. Any state that 
wished could enter into interstate banking with 
Maine, as long as they would permit a Maine 

agree. The region ranges as far north as Maryland 
and Washington, D.C. and as far west as Arkansas 
on the lists of North Carolina and South Carolina; 
the other two have a different list Clearly, the 
notion of a compact and an equivalent region is 
not as well defined in the Southeast as is fre-
quently charged. And on the fringe of the South-
east area is Kentucky, whose basically contiguous 
state-regional reciprocal law with a two-year 
trigger to nationwide interstate banking is very 
different from the other four statutes in the 
region. 

In the western United States only Utah has 
passed a regional interstate bill, which includes 
the traditional western states wi th one significant 
omission—California Aside from Maine and New 
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York, other states with nationwide interstate 
banking bills are Alaska and South Dakota Three 
states, Florida, Iowa, and Nebraska, permit some 
form of additional acquisitions under a grandfather 
status. States that have passed "fail ing bank 
statutes," which under certain conditions permit 
banks in danger of failing to be sold to out-of-
state bidders, are Washington and Illinois. 

As a result, 22 states now allow some form of 
interstate banking Though not all at the legislative 
level, at least 20 additional states are debating 
whether interstate banking would be advan-
tageous for them. We can expect only a handful 
to come forth early, because while the debate is 
not overly complex, it certainly is tedious. 

Various interests within neighboring states 
must be considered when a state weighs the 
merits of interstate banking. For instance, it 
should be instructive to see how the Midwest, 
which is well represented in that group of 20 
states, cracks the nut, if it cracks it at all. The 
Midwest is tied together geographically by the 
Great Lakes, and the region's industry provides 
further ties, such as those in agriculture, the iron 
and steel industries, automobile manufacturing, 
automotive products, and so forth. Yet, there 
always has been a rivalry between the midwestern 
states. No single historic accident has occurred, 
as it did in the Southeast and New England, to 
forge that group into a unity. Somehow, each 
state has felt itself in contention with the rest 
and has pursued an independent course. The 
states have passed local tax incentives and revenue 
issues and have tried to attract new plants or 
new product lines rather than let them go to a 
neighboring state. 

How the Midwest solves the interstate banking 
question may be a lesson for the whole nation. 
Several states will introduce legislation in 1985, 
and I am waiting to see what they do in terms of 
reciprocity and of defining the region. Will it be 
an eight-state region? Will it be based on contiguous 
states? Wil l it be nationwide? What will the states 
do with the issues of leapfrogging or the national 
trigger? When we find united but diverse states 
like these formalizing their provisions, we will 
discover answers as to whether there will be 
compacts, and how far and how fast this move-
ment will progress across the nation. 

Any state passing such an interstate banking 
law should realize that it is entering into this 
activity to gain some objective, whether it be an 
economic objective or stronger banking insti-
tutions for its region. To reach those goals, it is 
important that the state place some sort of 
oversight or monitoring capacity in its statute and 
ensure that its officials can see that those ob-
jectives are pursued by the institution. 

My remarks may sound as though the Con-
ference of State Bank Supervisors and I are all in 
favor of interstate banking. But I can assure you 
that several states are n o t — and as long as several 
states are not, part of me will not be in favor 
either. Previously, in a morning I have helped one 
state write a statute permitting interstate banking 
and helped another in the afternoon draft legislation 
prohibiting interstate banking. So I know some of 
the tricks on both sides of the fence. This 
diversity of interest among the states requires 
CSBS to hold a policy of neutrality on the merits 
of interstate banking while standing ready to 
help individual states of either persuasion. 
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